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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System

CAUTION
Anyone who uses the Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual forthe software and console before operating them. A
responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega Dreamcast before the minor uses it,

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING
Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or

light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss of

consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure.

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to

using Sega Dreamcast,

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye or

muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE AND
CONSULTYOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY.

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using Sega Dreamcast:

• Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable.

• Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all the lights on and is well lit.

• Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so that you can

continue comfortably playing the game in the future.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction:

• Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning.

• The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this disc in

anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player.

• Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc.

• Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface.

• Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape.

• Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc.

• Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity,

• Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.

• Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as benzene

and paint thinner to clean disc.

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of

video games on large-screen projection televisions.

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM on any other CD player;

doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast video game system

only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. The characters and

events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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Before you begin to play Midway's GreatestArcade Hits Volume 1, pay attention to

the following information regarding your Sega Dreamcast Hardware Unit.

• Be sure the Power is off on your Sega Dreamcast system.

• Plug in your Sega Dreamcast Controller.

*One controller is included with the Sega Dreamcast at the time of purchase.

Additional controllers and peripherals are sold separately. For more information on
the Sega Dreamcast Controller, see the next page.

• Insert your Midway's Greatest Arcade Hits Volume 1 Sega Dreamcast Specific Disc.

• Press the Power Button to activate the Sega Dreamcast.

• Follow on-screen game instructions.

SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT

Disc Door

Power Button

This turns the

unit ON or OFF

Control Ports

Use these ports to connect the Sega Ipreamcast Controller or other peripheral equipment
Front left to rigitt are Control Port A, Cpntrol Port B, Control Port C, and Control Port D.

: Useleach porttp connect controllers for players 1 to 4 respectively.

STARTING UP
Midway's GreatestArcade Hits Volume 1 supports the Sega Dreamcast Controller

and the Visual Memory Unit (VMU). Make sure all controllers and VMUs are

connected before turning the Sega Dreamcast power ON. All games on this

compilation are 1 or 2 Player games. For information on each game's controller

configurations, please see the Table of Contents for the appropriate game's location

in this manual.

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER



MAIN MENlJ
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At the game's Title Screen, press the Start Button to acceds the N ain Menu.

The Main Menu is your departure point to a virtual arcade complete Vvith six

classic arcade games. Press Left and Right on the Direction Button to highlight

the games. To access that game, press the A Button or Start Button.

Keep reading this manual for information on how to play these timeless hits as

well as how to adjust different options for each of them!

i

! 1 F^AUSE MENUS
While playing a garne, you can access the Pause Menu by pressing the Start

Button. Each game \had their own unique settings you can configure, but most
are the samh throughout. Use the Direction Button to navigate through the menu
options. To select ah option or to access a sub-menu, press the A Button. Press

the B Button to go back to the previous screen. Be sure to follow on-screen

instructions in the game's original attract mode.

CONTINUE: Continue the current game.

START 1-PLAYER/2-PLAYER: Begin a 1 or 2-Player game.

GAME OPTIONS: Each game will have their own options you can adjust such as

difficulty, points until an extra life, turning the Auto Save ON or OFF, etc.

CONTROLLERS: You can configure your controller here. Highlight the action you
want to change and press the A Button. Next, press the button you want to use
for that action. When finished, highlight EXIT and press the A Button.

AUDIO/VIDEO: This sub-menu allows you to adjust the volume of the game,
select from a Mono or Stereo output and even stretch and move the screen to

your liking. When you're done, highlight EXIT and press the A Button.

NOTE: You may want to adjust the screen before playing a game. This will give you a

MORE REWARDING EXPERIENCE WITH WHATEVER SIZE DISPLAY YOU ARE USING.

LOAD/SAVE: Make sure you have a VMU connected in Expansion Slot 1 On your
|

Sega Dreamcast Controller. The Controller must be pidgged into Control Port,

A

!

on your Sega Dreamcast system before attempting to toad or SaYe d game, ^ou

'

will need 5 blocks of free space on your VMU td save progress.
|

i i

MAIN MENU: Return to the Main Menu larcadd) to select d new game. 0
"

;
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In the future, the galaxy is invaded by hostile alien forces. Attacking in countless

swarms, the aliens decimate all planets they encounter. Those who survive the

initial invasions are harvested to serve the alien invaders. Mankind's only hope
lies in you, the Defender!

Navigate your starfighter through a hideous maze of alien forces. Destroy all

those who stand in your way as you race to save the planet's inhabitants from
being harvested. If an alien is taking a civilian off of the planet, carefully aim and
biast the alien away. You must be quick on the throttle though. The civilian wili

fall to their death if you don't pick them up in time.

Your ship is equipped with the latest in intergaiactic combat technology. Use its

Smart Bombs, Warp activation equipment and fast response time to your

advantage. It v\/pn't be\an easy mission, but you're all the galaxy has left!

]7

DEFENDER
DEFENDER CONTROLS IDEFAULTI

UP - Dirdctibn Button Up
DOWN - Direction Button Down
LEFT - Direction Button Left

RiGHT - Direction Button Right

FiRE - A Button

THRUST - Right Trigger

REVERSE - Left Trigger

SMARTBOMB - B Button

HYPERSPACE - X Button

POINT TOTALS
Lander - 150 points

Mutant - 150 points

Swarmer - 150 points

Baiter - 200 points

Bomber - 250 points

Pod - 1000 points

Saved Humans - 500 points
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I Take to the skies on your trusty steed and duel with the armies of evil. This

I molten arena is home to flying vultures and sinister lava trolls. Vanquish your

enemies as fast as you can to avoid the dreaded Pterodactyl! This (unbeatable?)

'I creature rules the skies and should be avoided at all costs.

J Evil knights are transported into the arena to do battle with you. Take them out

4| by landing on top of them. If you choose to attack them head on, make sure you
i| are slightly higher in the air than they are. Upon defeating an enemy, they will

l| be enclosed in an egg and scattered on the battlefield. Collect these eggs before

they hatch for points and to ensure they don't turn into warriors again!

JOUST

JOUST CONTROLS (DEFAULT!

TURN LEFT - Direction Button Left

TURN RIGHT - Direction Button Right

FLAP WINGS -A Button (press rapidly)

POINT TOTALS
Bounder - 500 points

Hunter - 750 points

Shadow Lord - 1500 points

Pterodactyl - 1000 points

Eggs / Flightless Knight - 250 points

(points multiply for additional ones collected)
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In the near future, humanity has been nearly wiped out by Robotrons. Your

mission is to defend the last human family on the planet. The fate of our race

I
depends on you and you alone!

I
This fast-paced arcade ciassic puts you up against a variety of obstacles. Not

I
only must you blast your way through the countless hordes of Robotrons, but you

j
must save as many humans as possible! Each level is a virtual deathtrap complete

with swarms of Grunt Robotrons, unstoppable Hulk Robotrons and danger galore!

Dtllicalty level

Letters In highest Kore
Auto save

ROBOTRON 2084 CONTROLSJDEFAULTI
MOVE LEFT - Direction Button Left

MOVE RIGHT - Direction Button Right

MOVE UP - Direction Button Up
MOVEDOWN - Direction Button Down
FIRE LEFT - X Button

FIRE RIGHT - B Button

FIRE UP -Y Button

FIREDOWN - A Button

POINT TOTALS
Electrodes - No points

Grunt Robotrons - 100 points

Hulk Robotrons - No points

Spheroid - 1000 points

Quark - 1000 points

Cruise Missiles - 25 points

Prog - 100 points

Enforcer - 150 points

Tank - 200 points

i &
' Saved Humans - WOO points

...... ... (noints muitiolv for additiona! ones- saved)
..f



This battle has everything, including the kitchen sink! You begin the fight as a

small bubble. Move around the sink and collect as much dirt and grime as possible

before they go down the drain. As you merge with the bubbles, you will grow
\ larger. Watch out for dangerous objects such as razor blades, bugs and brushes!

The larger you grow, the less control you will have, so be careful! Join forces

with the Cleaning Lady to shove your enemies aside and rid the sink from the

< scum of evil. It may be a dirty job, but it's a necessary one as each sink gets dirtier

f and dirtier! 4s you grow in size, your bubble will slowly grow a face as well.

Once your bubble has

have a face, you can on

j face, you can go down the drain. If your bubble doesn't

ly go down the drain when it flashes. Otherwise, stay

J

I

1 3
:

mmmm
BUBB

BUBBLES CONTROLS /DEFAULT!
MOVE LEFT - Direction Button Left

MOVE RIGHT - Direction Button Right

MOVE UP - Direction Button Up
MOVEDOWN - Direction Button Down

POINT TOTALS
Crumb - 100 points

Ants -150 points

Greasie - 200 points

Cleaning Lady - 500 points

(plus additional points for items she collects)

Roach - 1000 points

Dive Ahead Bonus - 1000 points

(per Bubble growth)
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Just when you thought the galaxy was safe from attack comes the smash

t sequel to Defender! ft's twice the danger and twice the excitement as you once

I again try to exterminate the alien invaders. This is not the same Defender you're

[ used to!

\

i
Defender II returns with the same great features that made it a classic. All new

^
enemies make navigating each planet even more difficult than before. Now your

t

• ship is equipped with the iNViSO power, an invisibility mechanism that cloaks

I

your ship (for a limited time!) from the invaders.

DEFENDER J CONTRi^S JpEFAULT)
UP - Dirhcticin Button dip

DOWN - Dirkction.Muttkn.Down
LEFT - Direction Button Left

RIGHT - Direction Button Right

FIRE - A Button

THRUST - Right Trigger

REVERSE - Left Trigger

SMARTBOMB - B Button

HYPERSPACE - X Button

INVISO -Y Button

POINT TOTALS

-653 r sTBins ^

..
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Space Guppie - 200 points

Firebomber - 250 points

Fireball - 100 points

Lander - 150 points

Baiter - 200 points

Mutant - 150 points

Pod - 1000 points

Swarmer - 150 points

Phred - 200 points

Big Red - 200 points

Munchies - 50 points

Dynamo - 200 points

Space Hum - 100 points

Bomber - 250 points

Saved Humans - 500 points



Deep in space, trouble is brewing. Hidden within planetoid fields lies an evil

\
force known as Sinistar! This ageless phantom of space collects floating debris

I

to form its evil shape. When the Sinistar is formed, no ship is safe!

Fast and powerful, the Sinistar does have its weakness. Floating planetoids contain

r valuable minerals which can be forged into seeking bombs! Use these bombs to

I blast away the wicked amalgamation of Sinistar!

SINIE

SINISTAR CONTROLS tPEFAULTI

MOVE LEFT - Analog Thumb Pad Left

MOVE RIGHT - Analog Thumb Pad Right

MOVE UP - Analog Thumb Pad Up
MOVEDOWN - Analog Thumb Pad Down
FIRE - A Button

BOMB - B Button

POINT TOTALS
Planetoids - 5 points

Workers - 150 points

Crystals - 200 points

Warriors - 500 points

Sinistar Pieces - 500 points

Destroy the Sinistar - 15000 points

1
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i
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DEFENDER ’

• Rescue the humans! If captured, they will be turned into Mutants.

JOUST
• stay away from the Lava Pits!

• Hit the Pterodactyl directly in the mouth to defeat it.

ROBOTRON2084
• Don't stay in one place, it's easier to get killed.

• Hulk Robotrons can't be destroyed, so don't even try!

DEFENDER II

• Use the Warp Zones to your advantage.

> Watch your Inviso timer closely.

BUBBLES
• Use the Cleaning Lady's brush to defeat the Roach.

• Stay away from the drain (unless it flashes or your bubble has a face)!

SINISTAR
• Take out the Warriors first if you can, they're dangerous if left alone.

- Collect as many minerals as possible before taking on the Sinister.

NOTES
to write down any notes you may find.ierf s s
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PRODUCER - Marcus Lindblom

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER - Zach Wood
ASSISTANTPRODUCER - Jason Barnes

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR - Scott Maxwell
PRINT DESIGN & PRODUCTION - Midway Creative Services - San Diego

TESTING MANAGER - Hans Lo

TESTING SUPERVISOR - Seth McNew
LEAD PRODUCTANALYST - Eric Narvaez

PRODUCTANALYSTS - Jim Dunne, Steve Cupp, Rob Parneli & Brian Piper

TECHNICAL STANDARDS ANALYSTS - Shon Flanagan & Jason Dickson

PRODUCT MARKETING MANAGERS - Phil Marineau & Dean Schulte

SPECIAL THANKS - Deborah Fulton, Kathy Schoback, Izora de Lillard,

Teri Higgins & the Originai Game Creators

DIGITAL ECLIPSE TEAM

LEAD PROGRAMMER - Dale Van Mol
LIBRARY PROGRAMMER - Craig Stewart

EMULATION PROGRAMMER - Jeff Vavasour

ARTISTS - Bert Monroy, Sebastian Hyde & Boyd Burggrabe

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR -Jeff Vavasour

PRODUCER - Michael Bilodeau

EXECUfV^PRODUCER- AndrewAyre

WARRANTY
MIDWAY MOM^ EISTEF|rAI['|MENT INC. warrants to the original purchaser of this Midway Home Enter-

tamrnent-IrlG. s<4>ftwa,t©-pr|)€luc|4hat.the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from

defects in matdrialsiandiworkmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This

Midway Home Entertainment! Inc. software program is sold “as is,” without express or implied warranty

damages of any kind, and Midway Home Entertainment Inc. is not liable for any losses or damages of

any kind resulting from the use of this program. Midway Home Entertainment Inc. agrees for a period of

ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, any Midway Home Entertainment

Inc. software product, postage paid, with proof of purchase, at its Factory Service Center.

This warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall

be void if the defect in the Midway Home Entertainment Inc. software product has arisen through abuse,

unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WAR-
RANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BIND-
ING ON OR OBLIGATE MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILI-
TY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERI-

OD DESCRIBED ABOVE.

IN NO EVENT WILL MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCI-

DENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MAL-
FUNCTION OF THIS MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limi-

tations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may
not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary

from state to state.

Midway Home Entertainment Inc.

P.O. Box 2097
Corsicana, TX 75151-2097

www.midway.com

Midway Customer Support

903 874-5092

10:00am - 6:30pm / Central Time
Monday - Friday

^ ^ j
Automated help line open 24 hours a day

ESRB RATING :

This product has boan rated by the Entertainment Software Ratias Board! For ihfQrn4tion.ajbout t(ie.,ESRB,
,
rati lg„ Qr.|o c.on5ment-khQuLy

appropriateness of the rating, please contactthe ESRB at 1-80DT71-3772
i ;
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